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Angelika Baum

Cathy Skiles Chavez

The Essential is Invisible to the
Eyes: Understanding the Concept
of The Inner Child

Christmas Traditions and
Connections

Angelika is a Mississauga based life
coach and workshop facilitator who
focuses on working with the subconscious mind. One of her greatest joys is to assist her
clients in their relationship work. She feels passionate
about empowering others to become more authentic and
loving, to be able to live from the heart and raise the
vibration on this planet. Visit Angelika at
https://greendoorrelaxation.net.

Catherine is married to the love of her
life, living in the beautiful southwest,
enjoying a new career path and writing
from the heart. She enjoys exploring,
learning and sharing through her writing this unique and
wonderful thing called life with the gentle souls that the
Universe serendipitously sends her way!

Kristen Feduck

Krista Harrison

Volunteer Profile

Dance Through the Christmas
Season Guilt Free!

Kristen works at United Way
Waterloo Region Communities,
where she promotes volunteerism in
Cambridge and North Dumfries.
When she’s not doing that, she
enjoys spending time at home with her husband and
daughter.

Krista is the mother of three
beautiful, courageous and creative
children. Teaching her children to
always follow their own truth
without measuring their success against anyone else is a
value she holds dear to her heart. Krista's passion is
towards changing the health of our children and
supporting them along their own journey. Please visit her
website at www.kristaharrison.com.
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Moragh Lippert

Read It or Watch It First?

How to Survive the Demands and
Pitfalls of the Holidays

Francine writes from Oxford County,
Ontario, Canada. She embraces the
natural world like kin, and has had
success with writing contests,
published (online and print format)
poetry, short fiction, and non-fiction, dating back thirty
odd years.

Moragh is an experienced Functional
Medicine Health Coach, Registered
Holistic Nutritionist, Registered Bioenergetics
Practitioner,
Clinical
Iridologist and Stress Reduction Guide. She works with
clients locally (Guelph and area) and internationally.
Moragh is an expert at helping people heal themselves.
She is experienced in Low Carb, High Fat, Moderate
Protein and Nutritional Ketosis. You can find more about
Moragh at www.guidedholistics.ca.

Jill Michelle

Christine Nightingale

Dear Angels

Spirit Babies

Jill Michelle has been communicating
with angels for most of her life. She is
an angel reader and channels healing
light to her clients. She has been
helping her international clients in person and on the
phone for over 15 years. Jill's passion is to help people
release issues and blockages, propelling them forward on
their spiritual journey and bringing love peace and joy into
their lives. For more information visit her website at
www.jillmichelle.ca.

Catherine Robertson

The Story Behind the Story
Catherine is an artist, writer, designer,
wife and mother who lives with her
husband Stuart and their two children
in Guelph. Catherine is a busy mom,
homeschooling her kids and managing
her businesses. Having written many food and parenting
articles for Canadian Parents and Today’s Parent
magazines, Catherine has enjoyed a career as a food. Her
successful business making and importing jewellery is
rewarding and fulfilling. She can be found on her blog:
http://www.catcancook.com.

After studying Hypnosis for Fertility,
Christine found that while working
with clients, she would get very clear
messages from their miscarried or not
yet conceived babies. Her speciality
has become getting messages from these babies
explaining their difficulties in coming in, and suggestions
for making it easier. She has worked with over 400
couples, facilitating communication and pregnancy. For
more information please visit her website at
www.nightingalehealing.com.

Bob Smith
Slices of Life
Like many writers, R.K. (Bob) Smith
has worked in widely different settings,
accounting for diverse characters,
settings, and story lines. He describes
his stories as ‘character-driven,’ rather
than ‘plot-driven.’ People face some kind of challenge and
face it with creativity and integrity, often connecting with
others as part of the process. He has published novels and
short stories in online, newspaper, and more traditional
printed formats, as well as having written Christmas
stories heard on radio. To read more of Bob’s stories, visit
www.slicesoflifestories.com.

Michelle Statton-Dickie

Sandra Wilson

The Story Behind the Story

Guelph Children’s Authors and
Illustrators Festival
&
My Adventure Called Life

Michelle is a wife, mom, chiropractor,
speaker, CEO of Busy Moms, Healthy
Families and Family Freedom, and a
self-diagnosed learning junkie. She has
a passion for helping people achieve
optimal health – especially children. For over 20 years,
Michelle has been dedicated to this mission, demonstrated
through her practice, speaking engagements, eBooks and
numerous online health and parenting summits. She is the
author of Giving Thanks: A Children's Guide to Daily
Gratitiude. Please visit her at www.kidsgivingthanks.com.

Sandra is a writer, educator, and
amateur photographer. With a Bachelor
of Arts in English and History, much of her work includes
historic facts presented in fun and interesting ways.
Although trained to take portraits at Sears Portrait Studio,
Sandra prefers to capture nature with her camera. Her
passion is to help people learn, laugh and be inspired. For
more information, please visit www.werconline.ca.

PUBLISHER’S PONDERINGS
When I first decided on The Inner Child as one of the topics for Year 8 of the
magazine (wow ... even as I write that I can’t believe I am in Year 8!), it was for no
other reason than it formed a natural progression from the topic of the month
before. There was nothing personal in it. I had, after all, dealt with all of my inner
child issues. Or so I thought.
I have come to realize that, even though I may have dealt with many of the
emotional aspects of my childhood, I never addressed the repercussions in terms of one very crucial
component: play.
I don’t remember a lot of my childhood, and I certainly don’t remember doing a lot of playing. As I grew
older, I became very uncomfortable with the concept of playing: of letting loose, being free and
uninhibited. When I was at a women’s retreat this past summer, we were invited to dance on the lawn.
I have never been further out of my comfort zone ... but I did it! And as intimidating as it was, it was also
incredibly freeing. My granddaughter has helped me a lot in this regard. In fact, the last time she spent
a Saturday with me, she told me that all she wanted to do was stay home and play. And that is exactly
what we did!
I am excited about some upcoming opportunities that relate to the Inner Child theme. First of all, our
Evening of Sharing on December 21 will focus on the Inner Child. Do come out if you can. It promises
to be amazing! In the new year, I am offering a 12-session workshop on Julia Cameron’s The Artist’s
Way. What better way to get in touch with your creativity?! I am also looking for people who have dealt
with emotional/verbal abuse, or have been disempowered in any way, to participate (anonymously) in
my upcoming book, Metamorphosis: from the darkness of abuse to the light of empowerment. Email
me at lisa@onethousandtrees.com for details on any of these opportunities.
Wishing you all a wonderful holiday season, however you celebrate ... and wishing you joy, peace, and
a sense of wonder!

Lisa

THE ESSENTIAL IS INVISIBLE
TO THE EYES:
UNDERSTANDING THE CONCEPT
OF THE INNER CHILD
by Angelika Baum
Do you know the book “The Little
Prince” by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry?
In one of my favourite scenes the fox
explains to the Little Prince, who is a
beautiful representation of a childlike
personality, what it means to be
connected to one’s sensitivity. “Here is
my secret, a very simple secret: It is
only with the heart that one can see
clearly; what is essential is invisible to
the eye.”

We all have a little Prince or Princess
inside; our inner child. This is our
vulnerable and loving self that we are
born with. In our society, it is part of
the process of growing up that our
power selves, like the successful self,
the intellectual self, the controlling
self, the angry self, the perfectionist
self, the pleaser self and so on, protect
the inner child from becoming a
victim. During this necessary process,
the inner child gets buried and we can
lose our ability to experience intimacy.
If we over identify with one or more of
those power selves, we might find it
difficult to be authentic and vulnerable
with others, or to let somebody be
close.
When we speak of the Inner Child,
what we really mean is a “group of
children”. There is the playful child,
the scared child, the shy child and

other aspects of our child. The core
child is often very young. Sometimes
my clients are surprised that their inner
child does not literally talk to them.
That core child might be pre-verbal.
However, being with it still allows us
to find out what our inner child feels
and needs.
One way of connecting with our inner
child is to allow ourselves to be in a
being state as opposed to a doing state.
When we over-identify with the doer,
who constantly has to be productive
and do something, we drown out the
voice of the inner child. Another way
of connecting with it is to engage in
childlike activities. Play without aim or
purpose, just for the fun of it. What can
help us to bring that playful side of the
inner child out is to play with little
children or pets in our life. It is never
too late to connect with and to free that
inner child, no matter how old we are.

Dreams often bring up our disowned
selves. When you dream of a baby or
young child, whether it is a child in
your life that you know or an unknown
one, it might very well represent your
own inner child. The dream can give
you a message about how he or she
feels.
Inner child work is not about allowing
that inner child part inside to run the
show; on the contrary. When we ignore
the feelings of that child part in us, it
is likely to “jump into the driver’s seat”
and take over because it is scared or
1

angry and does not trust that his or her
needs are being taken care of.
Don’t become a slave to your inner
child, just like you would not allow a
real child to run your life. Honour its
fears and find compromises. The child
inside knows what and who is safe.
Listen to that voice. Also learn to
express hurt. Communicating how
your inner child feels is a big part of
parenting it. Stay out of toxic
situations. Often the need of the inner
child is to have enough good food and
rest. Inner children also feel safer with
some
financial
stability
and
independence from others, and more
predictable life circumstances.

It is the job of the Aware Ego to parent
the Inner Child. If we do not do that for
that part in us, a power self will take
over and parent the inner child, for
example the pusher or pleaser. What
also happens in that case is that the
child which is not parented lovingly by
the Aware Ego, bonds into other
people. That bond is unconscious and
often desperate or clingy. When you
parent yourself with loving care, you
are able to have healthier relationships.
Another benefit of connecting with the
inner child is that we regain the ability
to be intimate and on a soul level
closely connected with others. Our
inner child is our vulnerability and
sensitivity. Hal and Sidra Stone also
call it the “doorway to our soul”. Its
sensitivity is so great that the Stones
say it is “without skin”. It can and does
tune into other people, has great
empathy and knows what is going on

beyond the words somebody speaks.
Our inner child sees with the heart.
When we engage in the inner child
work and “parent” that younger part of
us it seems logical that the inner child
would grow up. However, this part
inside never grows up and always
maintains the great ability for
sensitivity. Inner Child work is not
about getting rid of our vulnerability
and sensitivity. Vulnerability is the
greatest gift we have. From that inner
child part, we nurture and we are able
to receive intimate nurturing. It is the
part we fall in love with when we
connect with a partner.
When we have a relationship with our
own inner child we are able to bring it
out in a healthy way in our love
relationships. We need to take
responsibility for taking care of our
own inner child. Taking care of the
little girl or boy inside means being in
touch with our own needs, and fears,
and expressing them in a relationship.
The first step is to fall in love with our
own inner child. It’s a relationship well
worth it and the basis for a deeper love
relationship with another person.
***

My
Adventure
Called
Life

TEACHING THE TEACHER
by Sandra Wilson

ways of dealing with each of these
situations. I think it is important to
teach positivity and how even though
we may not be able to control the
situation we can control our reaction to
it.
Then I realized that in my personal life
there are a couple of specific situations
that I go into with a pre-set negative
attitude based on past experiences.
This attitude causes stress even if the
situation doesn’t warrant it because it
all goes well. I always brace myself for
the worst which starts me out reacting
negatively even before a situation
arises.
So, as I teach children in my
curriculum design I know I also have
to approach these situations better. I
need to walk in with the attitude of a
child doing something for the first time
– with an expectation of enjoyment
and not a pre-conceived notion of
failure. By treating these situations
with the child-like view of wonder and
interest I will be able to walk into each
one without stress, without that fear of
failure and with a belief that everything
will work out just fine. And I am sure,
because I will be walking in with a
positive attitude, everything will be
just fine.
It is interesting how we know how to
help others deal with situations and
improve their attitude in life but we
struggle with the concepts ourselves. I
think it is important to also listen to our
own heart, our own advice and our
inner child. This adventure called life
is so interesting and educational and I
appreciate that even today I am
learning lessons.
***

As I was working on creating some
curriculum for a course to help
children learn how to deal with specific
scenarios I had an ‘aha’ moment. Each
of the scenarios offered a negative
situation and suggested some positive
2

CHRISTMAS TRADITIONS AND
CONNECTIONS
by Cathy Skiles Chavez
I believe with my whole heart that the
traditions we hold dear define us. So
much so, that despite changes in my
life or my circumstances I keep hold of
the important traditions that have
followed me since childhood. With the
first note of Christmas music, my inner
child comes alive, and reminds my
adult self, to remember what’s
important, and what truly matters in
life.
It was Christmas Eve 1973. I was 10
years old, I don’t have a lot of clear
memories prior to then, but for some
reason I clearly remember that year.
That was the year I had asked Santa for
a portable 45 record player. After all, it
was all about Santa Claus and toys. It
was all about me, what I wanted, what
I asked for and what I was going to get.
I remember that year it was particularly
cold. It had snowed for several days,
and the entire neighbourhood was deep
with snow, a clean, wet kind of snow
that was perfect for making snowmen,
snowball fights and snow angels. My
father had hung the Christmas lights,
red, blue, green and yellow, along the
eaves of the house and around every
window. I remember how those big old
fashioned bulbs cast a great kaleidoscope of colour on the snowy ground.
It was magical. I couldn’t wait for my
parents to see the hand-made presents
I had made in art class for them. I
could barely contain my excitement to
see their faces. I mean, doesn’t every
parent need another clay ashtray or a
paper-plate stained glass window to
add to their collection? I couldn’t wait
for Santa to bring me all the toys I had
picked out of the Sears Holiday
catalog. I had gone to the shopping
mall only a few weeks before and gave
him my list. I didn’t think I could wait
another minute! Anticipation was
agonizing … but somehow I got
through it.

My brother and I eagerly awaited our
company for dinner that year. My
uncle, aunt and their four children from
the neighbouring town, and my greatAunt Jo and Uncle Henry from across
the street would always come for
dinner, after which we kids would tear
into the pile of presents stacked so
neatly under the tree. These were the
family presents; Santa would come
later while we were at church. Only
this year, it was different. My Aunt Jo
and Uncle Hen were not going to be
able to come for dinner; we were going
to go over there after dinner to see
them.
Now, don’t misunderstand, I loved
them immensely. I don’t know why
they couldn’t come, but this news
came as a great annoyance. This would
mean that we would have delay
opening presents. We would have to
bundle up, walk across the street in the
cold, pile into their very tiny house and
sit around for an easy 50 hours
(children’s perception you know)
while all the adults talked and drank
coffee around the kitchen table. My
cousins and I were less than exuberant
by the thought of this boring prospect,
however, without protest, we went,
dragging our feet in the snow, hoping
against all hope that this wouldn’t take
forever.
As we entered the house I was not
expecting the tiny house to be so lit up.
It was festive and bright. Both Aunt Jo
and Uncle Hen were smiling and
excited to see us, smiling and
welcoming us in, with hugs and kisses.
She had made cocoa and cookies for us
kids. There were Christmas carols
playing and we all crowded into the
living room.
In the corner sat small twinkling tinsel
covered Christmas tree. I hardly
noticed the small pile of brightly
colored packages, because my eye
caught the small winter scene that was
set up under the tree. There,
underneath the tree was a tiny tranquil

ice-skating scene. Simple and very old
were placed miniature metal figurines
only about two inches tall, with gaily
painted skating costumes placed on a
small oval mirror. Alongside the pond
positioned on a small bump to simulate
a hill was Santa on a metal sled in the
foreground of a church softly lit by a
low wat bulb. It was adorable. It was
old and I had never seen it before.
As my cousins and I became interested
in the little scene, my Aunt Jo told us
how old it was and that her mother and
father (my great-grandparents) had this
very same scene under their Christmas
trees every year. She had grown up
with it. My mother chimed in, that she
remembered these same figurines from
her childhood too under the Christmas
tree. Now, here I sat, connected to the
past through a few small knick-knacks.
That night, my Aunt Jo shared with us
a piece of our family’s history. She
shared stories of family members long
gone, laughter, love and tradition. She
gave me and each of my cousins a set
of hand-crocheted mittens, with
matching scarves. She had baked for us
Christmas cookies, the same recipe
that my great-grandmother from
Germany had used. Then before we
left, my cousins and I all gathered
around her as she gently guided my
smallest cousin’s hand to place the
baby Jesus in the manger. I saw in her
eyes a joy that as a child I couldn’t
explain. I like to think now, that she
taught us Christmas isn’t about
“things” it’s about people. It’s about
connection. It’s about carrying on,
those things that matter.
Time flew by and somehow, I no
longer was feeling that being at my
Aunt’s house wasn’t such an
imposition. Don’t get me wrong, I was
still excited to get back to the presents
at home that night, after all I was 10
years old, but I remember feeling
different. We started a new tradition
that year and would continue to go to
their house after dinner, and over the
3

years, I would learn all the stories and
traditions until their passing in 1985.
My mother inherited the Santa and the
sled. It rests each year underneath her
Christmas tree now, a reminder of the
generations that have come before.
When I see that tiny Santa, whose paint
is faded and worn, my inner child
comes alive with the wonderment of
what makes us a part of a clan, a tribe,
a family. Over the years, I have created
my own traditions, such as making
grandma’s fudge; watching A
Christmas Carol with the kids; helping
at a charity; or buying for a needy
child. All these traditions centred on
actions that connect people to one
another, past and present.
I sat with my daughter when she was
about the same age as me, and told her
the story of the Santa on the sled, and
its meaning to me. I hope one day to
share it with my grandchildren. May
every day be like Christmas!
***

Dear Angels ...
________________
JILL MICHELLE

Dear Angels,
Why do I always feel so joyful around
Christmas time?
Curiously,
John G., Hamilton
Dear John,
Giving with a loving heart opens us to
doing what God loves most which is
when we give to others. Serving others
is part of everyone’s soul purpose. The
general consciousness changes at this

time and becomes more generous and
kind. Food bank donations are more
plentiful. Donations to toy drives are
ample. People become compassionate
for those who are less fortunate.
Because of this love-filled energy
output from people, the vibration of the
human consciousness changes. Angels
are invited to Earth in large numbers.
When angels are active in such large
numbers, people subconsciously feel
their presence and become even more
kind and loving. Then the consciousness raises and more angels arrive. A
revolving door of angels coming to
Earth to help people is created. When
you give to a good cause, the angels
see that you are doing so and will bring
more abundance for you to continue
giving.
Receiving gifts from one another with
gratefulness shows the angels that we
are ready to receive gifts of all sorts.
This creates an opportunity for us to
receive spiritual gifts that God has for
us, and which the angels deliver. When
we are ungrateful or don’t accept a gift,
the angels notice that too. Then the
abundance God has for you may be put
on hold until you are in a more
accepting mode. What is done on Earth
is noticed and acted upon in heaven.
Sending you love and light,
Your angels

Dear Angels,
Is my husband moving in the right
direction with his career? Will the
sacrifice soon pay off?
Rachel S., Toronto
Dear Rachel,
You and your husband have made
many sacrifices for his choice in
career. The good news is that it will
pay off soon. Soon, as the angels put it,
depends not on Earth time, but on the
events you go through that teach you

what you need to learn. If you go
through the events more quickly, the
payoff comes sooner, but if you go
through the events more slowly, the
payoff comes later. Be open to
receiving all the messages your angels
have for you. Ask and you shall
receive. Ask questions like: “Help me
to learn everything I need to in order
for us to see the benefits of my
husband’s career.” I am seeing three
major events coming in your life that
you need to learn from. As you go
through these events, try as much as
you can to be positive throughout and
to incorporate the following. This will
set you up for success for all the events
in the rest of your life.

health issue, incorporating the
information into your life can be used
to manifest whatever it is that you
want.

Trust: having trust that all will be well.
No matter what happens, believe and
know that the universe is taking good
care of you. When you try to micromanage all the aspects of your life, the
universe sits back and lets you. If you
trust and give your problems to God,
He will be able to deliver so much
more than what we can create of our
own accord. Unlike us, God has no
limitations.

by Krista Harrison

Peace: Being in a place of peace is
necessary to move in the direction of
success. If you are stressed, that is
projected to the universe and then
returned to you, giving you more stress
to deal with. If you are peaceful, the
universe will look upon you as a
person who has done her ‘work’ and is
ready for abundance, and will shower
it upon you.
Grateful: Being grateful opens you to
receiving all gifts from God and His
angels. Gifts arriving for a person who
is ungrateful will fall away or go to
someone who is open to receive. Be
grateful for everything that you have,
and even a grateful list added to daily
will help put you into that space.
Manifesting is described in the
September issue of Dear Angels.
Although that article was meant for a
4

Sending you love and light,
Your angels,
channeled by Jill Michelle

Please email your questions to:
jillmichelle.ca@gmail.com
***

DANCE THROUGH THE
CHRISTMAS SEASON
GUILT FREE!
Tis the season for joy, laughter, making
memories, enjoying the beautiful
lights, time with friends and family,
and don’t forget savouring the
beautiful array of food carefully
crafted and put together with love! It
really is a magical time of year that I
so enjoy.
At this time of year, we also tend to
relax, kick back and overindulge in
many of those savoury foods and
enticing drinks. There is a reason why
losing weight is one of the top ten
resolutions people make heading into
the New Year.
However, the enjoyment of food over
the holidays doesn’t have to be a guilty
sentence in the New Year. So, how do
we navigate through all the bounty
during the holidays but stay grounded
and rooted in our everyday choices that
reflect our greatest and highest good?
Make breakfast the star of your day!
Start your day with a nutrient dense,
power packed breakfast. Fueling our
bodies with a breakfast that includes
protein, fat and fibre will energize you,
stabilize your blood sugar, avoid those
mid-morning crashes and metabolize
your lunch more efficiently. You didn’t

know breakfast could be that powerful
did you? Smoothies are a quick and
easy way to get all the nutrition you
need. Here is a general guideline to
making smoothie:
Greens: spinach, kale or green
powder
Fibre: chia, flax or hemp hearts
Antioxidants: raspberries,
blackberries and blueberries
Protein: whey or plant based, nut
butters
Optional: turmeric (antiinflammatory), cinnamon (blood
sugar balancing)
Your choice of liquid: almond,
cashew, coconut, water

helps to satiate you, curb cravings and
actually help you to lose weight!
Coconut oil, ghee, butter, flax, chia,
and hemp hearts are all wonderful
ways to include good fats in your
baking. When you nourish your body
with all the nutrients it needs, the
cravings start to dissipate.

Stock your kitchen with healthy
ingredients
Avoid the junk coming into your
house. It is way too easy to crack open
that bag of chips, sit down to watch
your favourite show and mindlessly
finish half the bag. If you are looking
for a treat, how about a few squares of
dark chocolate and raw almonds, or a
cup of licorice tea? Ensure your
weekly grocery list includes veggies,
fruit, nuts and seeds, whole grains,
good fats, superfoods, healing spices
and healthy meat, fish and eggs.

Vitamins B and C
Balancing your body
Although most of us are extremely
busy 24/7, we somehow fit more into
the holidays creating further stress.
Our adrenal glands, which work so
hard to fuel our 24/7 obsession, are the
storehouse for Vitamin C and stress
also zaps up those powerful B
vitamins. So, adding foods that are
high in vitamin C and vitamin B can be
very beneficial for us.
Vitamin C foods include: peppers,
kiwi, kale, broccoli, berries
Vitamin B foods include: salmon,
beets, spinach, sunflower seeds, black
beans, lentils

Acidity is quite common and leads to
inflammation in our body. So, why not
grab a bag of lemons during your
weekly shopping trip and nourish your
body with a glass of lemon water each
morning upon waking. Or for those
adventurous ones out there, squeeze
half a lemon in a large glass of water,
with an ounce of apple cider vinegar
(with the mother), ½ teaspoon of
cinnamon and a little honey or maple
syrup to taste. Talk about a drink that
will kick start your day, alkalinize your
body, support your liver and aid in
digestion!

Baking at home

What is your ten?

I absolutely LOVE baking! However,
I am very conscious of the amount and
type of sugar I bake with as everything
I make is meant to nourish and uplift.
The only place white sugar has in my
culinary world is for kombucha (more
on this another time ). For baking, I
use coconut sugar, maple syrup, honey
or dates. Including a lot of good fats

If you are at a social event, and are
offered an assortment of scrumptious
treats, be choosy! Choose the one that
is an absolute 10! Don’t take those 6
or 7 rated treats just because they are
there. Take the one that makes your
mouth water, that will make your taste
buds rejoice and that you can
thoroughly savour every bite where
5

you escape to heaven for a beautiful
moment!

Pear and Goji Berry Dessert
Serves 4
Ingredients:
2 tbsp coconut oil
2 Pears, thinly sliced
1 cup Sprouted buckwheat groats
(soaked and sprouted ahead of time)
½ cup Goji berries
1/3 cup Walnuts, chopped
¼ cup Maple Syrup
1 tsp Cinnamon, ground
¾ tsp ginger, ground
½ tsp Cardamom, ground
Directions:
Melt coconut oil in a pan.
Add in spices and maple syrup and mix
for 1-2 minutes
Add in pears and goji berries
Cook until pears are softened – approx.
5-7 minutes
Add in sprouted buckwheat groats and
mix.
Remove from heat and serve.
***

CAT CAN COOK VEGETARIAN
by Catherine Robertson
I care very deeply about our world. I
value our water, our air, and our fellow
human beings, but most of all, I love
animals. For me, being a vegetarian is
extremely important.
When I wrote my first cookbook our
family was still eating meat, but I
wanted to return to the vegetarian diet
I enjoyed throughout my youth. When
we got our backyard laying hens, our
young son would no longer eat poultry,

and before long the whole family was
eating a vegetarian diet. I’ve not
regretted this lifestyle for one second.

throughout the library as well. There
were flip creatures to be drawn,
butterflies to colour and bookmarks to
design. After making their own books
many of the kids sat right down to
write or draw their own story.

As well as the ethical perspective,
there are numerous other benefits to
going vegetarian. According to
conservationists, vegetarianism is the
single most impactful thing we can do
for our world as it saves our valuable
natural resources.
Vegetarians are healthier than the
average North American, statistically
enjoying a longer life, and less disease.
Additionally, eating less meat is very
cost-effective, saving hundreds of
dollars a year in groceries.
We eat eggs, favouring the ones from
our own backyard flock. We drink and
eat dairy products, but we try to do so
in moderation, substituting with
almond, soy or coconut milk when
possible. Since cooking is one of my
passions, being able to make
vegetarian meals for my family has
been relatively simple and very
enjoyable.
The aim of this cookbook is to show
people that vegetarianism doesn’t
mean giving up the foods they love.
Our family enjoys delicious “normal”
meals that don’t have “weird”
ingredients. My book is about
wholesome and delicious foods that
are satisfying and easy to prepare.
This is the second version of my
cookbook, which was originally
published in 2009. In this new version,
all meat recipes have been removed or
modified to be vegetarian. The new
book contains most of the remaining
recipes plus many new ones – 150 in
total, to be precise.
I hope you will feel great about your
commitment to healthier food choices.
Even a few meatless meals a week
makes a huge impact! Give it a try.

Catherine’s book is available
through her website :
https://store.elanneivy.com/products/
cat-can-cook-vegetarian
***

GUELPH CHILDREN’S AUTHORS
AND ILLUSTRATORS FESTIVAL
by Sandra Wilson
Earlier this year, the Main Branch of
the Guelph Public Library was full of
inspiration, creativity and fun for the
Guelph Children’s Authors and
Illustrators Festival.

As a representative of the children’s
book publisher Saplings, a branch of
One Thousand Trees, as well as a
children’s author myself, I got to
experience first-hand the excitement of
books with the children. They would
tell me their stories and show me their
drawings with great enthusiasm and
we talked about how they could one
day write or draw a book themselves.
Adults too were connecting with me
and talking about how they always
enjoyed art and would love to get back
into it.
Many of the authors were first-time
authors displaying their very first
book. But, as the day continued they
talked of other stories and ideas that
they would like to put into another
book. The creativity flowed throughout
the space, it inspired the children, the
parents and even the attending authors
and illustrators. It was a day filled with
positive energy, smiling faces and so
many connections to the world of
children’s stories.
***

READ IT OR WATCH IT FIRST?
by Francine Lee

Local authors and illustrators gathered
in the children’s library section to share
their stories, their drawings and to
inspire some creativity. Children
listened attentively and interactively to
stories read by the actual authors. Then
they had a chance to meet with the
authors, chat with them and have them
sign their book. There were some fun
activities for kids, and adults to do
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Back in the day, there was no chance
to see a movie before reading the book.
A book always came first. Movies
often birthed from books, ie. The
Godfather. Mario Puzo spent time in
the army, then became a journalist for
awhile, to support a growing family
(did Hemingway not succumb to the
same path a few decades earlier?!). He
heard stories about the mafioso during
his newspaper rounds, and stored them
away for use later. He wrote a novel,
and it sold, but the publisher said that
it would have been more popular with

more of the gore. So Puzo, with five
children, set about writing The
Godfather, published in 1969 after a
dozen refusals! Along came Francis
Ford Coppola and history was made.
Puzo helped adapt the novel to a
screenplay, and the making of the
movie was as much anguish for
Coppola as Puzo had publishing the
story! He made two more Godfathers,
with Puzo at his side. Now THAT is
the way to do it. Read the book. Love
the story. Make the movie, with the
author co-writing the screenplay. We
might watch the movie (or 3) and then
read the book(s), or not.
Right? Not always...
Along comes something like Disney.
Movies are made about beloved
characters taken from children’s books.
Some movies involve original
screenplays written for that movie. No
book is ever published. Others will
inevitably get churned into the
marketing wheel and from the movie
comes the book, the lunchbox, the

lifelike doll, toys and treasures, maybe
even as a feature for your happy meal.
It can go from the obscure to the
ridiculous very quickly. In other cases,
the movie is fairly popular, based on a
nice children’s book. My mind darts
directly to Because of Winn-Dixie.
Saw the movie years ago with my kids,
having never heard of the book. My
daughter borrows the movie from the
local library, and lo and behold, they
also have the book. My sons read the
book to my daughter, we all watch the
movie, director’s comments, extra
bonus features, and suddenly this
sweet simple movie of a little lonely
girl and a crazy smiling stray dog has
become a family favourite. Now that
fills the heart to overflowing!
Because the book came first. As much
care was taken with selecting Dave
Matthews for the role of the pet shop
employee, as for Pacino to play
Michael Corleone. The actors make the
movie come alive in the 100 or so
minutes that they have, but the richness
of the characters is developed in the
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lines of the novel. Sometimes it is
intelligent to see the movie first in nonfiction realms, as following the book
or the journals may take more time
than we have. So we see the movie,
which churns up our interest, then we
set about researching topics that spread
out from the movie like the spray of
water from a showerhead. I must admit
that for works of fiction, the book best
sets the stage for the story to burn itself
into our retinas.
Take J.K.Rowlings. A gal with a great
imagination, backed into a corner by
life, sitting in a coffee shop with her
baby girl in a seat at her feet. She has
this concept of a kid going to wizard
school, which has formed in her mind
while riding a train to Manchester.
Who knew?! She had to peddle that
story to almost a dozen publishers
before one chomped onto her fishhook.
Seeing the movie is great, as my kids
can attest. But my eldest son and I sat
gobsmacked while watching the brick
wall open onto Diagon Alley, because
we had read the book. We knew the

word games Ms. Rowlings used in her
writing, we knew what was coming but
had no idea how her words would
translate into images. We did not blink
throughout the entire movie, for fear of
missing it, then we bought the VHS
version (nope, no DVD player back
then!).

imagination. Focusing on the space
between the lines sometimes overshadows the effect of the lines
themselves. I can read Silence of the
Lambs, but lack the cojones to see the
movie (I learned that lesson the hard
way, with Firestarter by Stephen King,
again starring Drew Barrymore).

My other sons enjoyed the movie, but
they were only watching, not
participating. We rewound the movie
over and over to show them things, to
explain, but none of it made sense until
they read the book(s). I’ve had to deal
with their nightmares ever since, but it
was entirely worth it!!

The imagination is a safe place to store
words and concepts and it goes only as
far as the level of maturity allows. To
see a horror film when you have
overactive visual receptors, is just a
bad idea. I saw The Howling followed
by Scanners at a drive in as a teenager.
No temptation to read either.

Now there is The Godfather, and there
is Harry Potter. There is Because of
Winn-Dixie, and there is Tinkerbell.
My daughter loves these nature fairies,
and she has the books (that came after)
but she is indifferent to the dilemma of
which should come first. My three sons
are slowly getting there, developing
literary appetites as they chew on the
far-reaching nature of the overlap of
stories. Shakespeare came before
Steinbeck (Richard III opening line
inspired The Winter of Our
Discontent). No Man Is An Island, the
poem by John Donne, inspired
Hemingway’s For Whom The Bell
Tolls. It tolls for thee. I read Utopia by
Thomas More after watching Drew
Barrymore in Ever After.

So what is the conclusion? To read or
not to read? To read before or after? To
only watch? To research then see the
movie? To see the movie then read the
poem it is based on (only a few, like
James Franco, create movies from the
poems, or a play emerges from a poem,
like A Raisin In The Sun). I say bring
it on! All of it. Any of it. In any order.
Any preference. Whatever circumstance brings you eventually to the
book, or the poem, or the story in any
form, online or in print. For those who
simply fall comatose in front of a
screen, TV or movie, game or
computer, I say woe to you. Fling
yourself into the story, either before or
after, but absorb the words the way the
author intended, before you watch an
adapted version of the story through a
director’s lens.

It doesn't really matter what inspires
your next read. Film or book. What
matters is that the clues are always
there if you look for them. I prepare to
see a movie, if possible, the same way
you would prepare to write an exam.
Who would see the Nutcracker ballet
without listening to Tchaikovsky first?
Some do, but I really think they do not
get as much out of it.

Read. Then watch. Then read again.
That is my wish for you in 2018.
Happiness follows simplicity. Keep it
simple, scholars! KISS KISS!!
***

Reading is the research. This is what
changes entertainment to education. I
am in favour of both, especially when
combined, but also wrestle with Edgar
Allan Poe’s concept of learning blocks
8

GIVING THANKS: A GRATITUDE
JOURNAL FOR CHILDREN
by Michelle Statton-Dickie
Gratitude. Doesn’t it seem like this
should be such a natural and easy thing
for us to do? Well, if you are like most
people I have talked to including
myself, it is not so easy. For many it
becomes just another thing to do, or an
activity that seems to default into
something robotic and automatic.
Simply put, people often find
themselves saying the same thing
everyday, or just rushing and getting it
done so they can check off another box
at the end of the day. The problem is,
with no emotion, the practice of
gratitude becomes flat, and even
ineffective. I know mine was. So, I
began to change my gratitude practice
to get out of the funk and into
inspiration. I tried to focus on the small
things, taking pleasure in little acts or
observations in the day. I also began to
ask my children what they were
grateful for. Of course they don’t have
the same problems we “older’ people
can have. They would just say the most
beautiful, simple things each day.
Often their responses were so
remarkable that I would write them
down in my own journal so I could
remember them forever.
One day, it struck me. Wouldn’t it be
great to have a journal for my children
so they could write down all these
wonderful things they are saying each
night about what they are grateful for?
This sparked the idea of writing the
journal Giving Thanks. I knew I
wanted a journal that had a few key
components. Firstly, it needed to have
a flexible date. We are not perfect,
especially when developing a new

habit. I wanted it to be a positive
experience so that if you miss a day, no
problem, keep going and you don’t end
up with a bunch of blank pages to
remind you that you didn’t do it.
Secondly, I wanted a place for people
to be able to draw, colour, or add
pictures. Get creative. Often when we
get more creative, more emotion
follows, and usually more meaning.
Finally, I wanted to focus on the little
things. To get people thinking about all
the amazing things they have to be
thankful for.

communication, stronger coping skills
and a healthier, happier outlook on life.
It is my mission to help as many
children as possible establish a habit of
gratitude and to aid in creating deeper
connections within the family.
***

HOW TO SURVIVE
THE DEMANDS AND PITFALLS
OF THE HOLIDAYS
by Moragh Lippert

3. Practice Mindful Living: Whatever your practice to relax, try to
keep that in your schedule no
matter how busy you are. Staying
centred and grounded will go a
long way to help you handle the
hustle and bustle.
4. Be Prepared: Anticipate the
settings of upcoming holiday
events and what the food might be.
If a pot luck, offer to bring your
favourite dish from your current
plan so you have something you
know you can eat.
5. Don’t Go Hungry: Eat as per
your normal schedule. Before
going to a party ensuring you have
a small meal or snack 1-2 hours
before the event. Especially
helpful would be a healthy fat and
moderate protein, low carb snack
so you will feel satiated. When the
treats come out and you will be
less likely to indulge.

This little project started out as a
journal to keep track of all the
wonderful things my children would
say around gratitude, but it has
transformed into a mission and keep
sake. Each journal is like a window
into their thoughts and feeling at
different stages of their life. I am so
excited to be able to read these now
and in the future.
The more research I did on gratitude,
the more I realized how essential it is
in everyone’s life; especially children.
Kids today undergo more stress than
ever before. That can lead to anxiety,
loss of confidence, and physical and
emotional problems. By teaching our
kids how to focus on the positive in
their reactions, choices and interactions, we can help them become
more confident, happier and healthier.
The Gratitude Journal gives kids a tool
they need to build an attitude of
gratitude in their daily life. The
results…better grades, improved

Does just thinking about the holidays
cause a knot in your gut?
As a Functional Medicine Health
Coach, I help people adapt to everyday
circumstances that can throw them off
their Health Goals.
Here are some simple strategies that
can help you make it through the
season without burn-out or fal-ling big
time off your diet/food plan:
1. Own Your Intentions: Review
your health goals and why you set
them. Revisiting these may give
you the incentive to be mindful
about the food you eat. However,
this is not about being perfect. It’s
about being human. Do what you
can to stay on tract.
2. Be kind to Yourself: If you do not
stick to the plan practice self
compassion. Set the intention to
start again tomorrow.
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6. Make Good Choices: When the
table is full of delicious choices
choose foods that you know will
help you stay healthy. For
example, dark meat turkey with
lots of salad and vegetables. If you
can, reduce or skip the mashed
potatoes and stuffing, sweet
potatoes and other traditional fare
that is loaded with carbs. Enjoy the
good stuff but don’t overdo. Then
you can have a small amount of
dessert or treats if you mindfully
choose.
7. Eat Mindfully: Holiday Eating
can be a huge trigger for many.
With family dynamics that go
awry we can jump into emotional
eating to sooth that upset inner
child. Centre yourself in a quiet
place or take a few deep breaths
before going to the buffet table to
ensure you are eating food that
resonates with you.

8. Get Away: If you are in the midst
of the dramatics, escape for a walk
or if you are really feeling brave
(and it’s appropriate), in a
compassionate way you can
address the family members about
what is bothering you. Of course
with no blame and “I feel….”
statements rather than “you are
and you make me feel…j”.

9. Drink Wisely: Alcohol reduces
our abilities to make good
judgements about food and drink
not to mention appropriate social
norms. If you are a Designated
Driver, please skip the alcohol.
Keep hydrated whether drinking or
not it will help your body
metabolize what you consume and
reduce bad side effects.
10. Be Jolly and Enjoy: The holidays
are a special time of year. Enjoy
them while still enjoying great
health. Spending time with family
and friends feeds the soul. Suggest
group activities like a walk after
dinner or board games to keep the
focus on the people you love. If
you will be alone during the
holidays, do special things for
yourself like a delicious and
healthy
candlelight
meal,
journaling, a spa day or an evening
of your favourite movies. Reach
out to a friend.
May your Holidays be filled with
Health, Happiness, Peace and Joy.

course, no child would ever be born to
a neglectful, unaware, alcoholic, or
abusive parent. No Spirit Baby would
choose a 15-year-old mother who is
not able to properly raise her. Or a
mother who will have a termination.

THE INNER CHILD

But a parent’s job is much more than
providing healthy food, adequate
clothing, a clean, safe place to live, and
an education. When the child does not
think she is beautiful enough, or smart
enough, or does not feel able to make
friends, the caring adult must address
that fear.

by Christine Nightingale
The inner child is a person's original or
true self, the self they came into the
world with ”trailing clouds of glory” as
William Wordsworth put it.
All of us came into the world with a
vision of who we were meant to be,
with a life task, before the world told
us to “know our place.” But perhaps no
other person can really tell us what our
place is meant to be. And many people
have been damaged by other’s
expectations.
As we embark upon the journey of
parenthood the ideal is to nurture
whatever is precious in our own
children.
What would that be?
Why, each soul, of course, the unique,
inimitable, one-of-a-kind being, full of
wonder, who comes to this world , and
to this carefully chosen set of circumstances, to bring a unique gift. It is our
job as parents, grandparents, aunts,
uncles, and teachers, to nurture that
unique gift, for our children have
entrusted us with their spirit and body
for a time.
The Spirit Baby chooses very
carefully. This does not always mean it
will choose parents who are loving,
enlightened and kind. A Spirit Baby
may choose challenges. Otherwise, of
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My precious little grandson has a white
mom and a black dad. An older child
was talking to him (at the age of 3)
about the fact that he is “mixed.” He
asked me very seriously, “Is it okay to
be mixed?” I told him, of course, “That
is exactly who you are, and you are
perfect exactly as you are, and I love
you the way you are.” That seemed to
be enough to reassure him, and he
immediately went back to naming his
plastic dinosaurs ... brachiosaurus,
archaeopteryx, dimetrodon.
As parents and grandparents we get
variations of such questions quite
often. Usually they are not quite so
direct, of course. But children do need
reassurance that they are wonderful the
way they are.
As a teacher I learned to teach children
to embrace the IALAC statement...”I
am loveable and capable.” For any
child who believes this will have the
courage to become their own true self.
All parents are the very first teachers
of their children. Unfortunately what is
taught is not always real, or helpful, or
kind.
When I was about 12 my father said to
me “You are very bright. You have to
hide it. Boys do not like it.” But I
followed my own path. I chose to be at
the top of the class whether my father
liked it or not. My brother climbed a

tree; that was fine, it was something
boys did. My sister climbed a tree; my
mother slapped her for it.
I am very glad that my son and his wife
are raising their young daughters to be
aware that they can be anything they
want to be, so that they do not have to
choose between being themselves, or
meeting with approval.
For the world is changing; it has taken
centuries and millennia, but it is
becoming clearer that every person
has a right to be the best they can be,
regardless of race or gender or
disability or anything else.
Kahlil Gibran says it best:
Your children are not your children.
They are the sons and daughters of
Life's longing for itself.
They come through you but not from
you,
And though they are with you yet they
belong not to you.
You may give them your love but not
your thoughts,
For they have their own thoughts.
You may house their bodies but not
their souls,
For their souls dwell in the house of
tomorrow,
which you cannot visit, not even in
your dreams.
You may strive to be like them,
but seek not to make them like you.
For life goes not backward nor tarries
with yesterday.

The Spirit Babies I work with often say
that they are coming to wake up
humanity before it is too late...before
we succeed in destroying our Garden
of Eden.
Planet Earth is in the midst of the
greatest species extinction since the
time of the dinosaurs. Climate change
is bringing floods, droughts, and
hurricanes such as the world has never
seen. (And human infertility has gone
from 6% of the population to 17% in a
generation. This is likely related to the
toxicity in the earth, air and water, and
the lack of nutrients in our food.)
The Indigenous people on every
continent taught their children values
which the human race now sorely
needs ...take only what you need ,
show respect for all living things, take
time to enjoy and love natural beauty,
care for people more than for
possessions and status.
You are a child of the universe, no less
than the trees and the stars. You have
a right to be here.
From Max Ehrmann, Desiderata
Kahlil Gibran also talked about letting
your partner continue to be true to their
own inner child.
Fill each other's cup but drink not from
one cup.
Give one another of your bread but eat
not from the same loaf.
Sing and dance together and be joyous,
but let each one of you be alone,
Even as the strings of a lute are alone
though they quiver with
the same music ...
Give your hearts, but
not into each other's
keeping.
For only the hand of
Life can contain your
hearts.
***
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THE INNER CHILD
by Bob Smith

Kevin O’Reilly listened to his seventyone year old mother say, “I’ve broken
my arm dear, but don’t worry,” and
immediately envisioned her as he had
many times, surviving a plane crash
and saying to her rescuers, ‘Let me sit
a minute. A cup of tea and I’ll be fine.’
In that picture, she always had the back
of her hand across her forehead and
spoke in a martyr’s voice.
Don’t worry? he thought. That would
be like her old Irish legend that if you
see a leprechaun and don’t think about
it, you’ll get his pot of gold. That’s just
as impossible as not worrying after she
says ‘Don’t worry.’
He had heard numerous times the
stereotype that Jewish mothers were
masters at guilt-tripping their children
and wondered how they compared to
Irish Catholic ones like his. It was no
wonder his three sisters had moved out
west, leaving him as the obvious
contact for their mother.
“Tell me about it,” he said with
resignation, knowing his question was
both expected by her and sincere for
him. She wanted his attention but he
needed to know what she had been up
to now, not that there was any
likelihood of modifying her behaviour.

“I bought a pair of those roller blades
and had a little fall,” she began, which
was both appalling and totally
predictable. Kevin had been with her
when they had been passed by a rollerblading exercise group, all women
between thirty and fifty.
“I wish they had those forty years
ago,” she said. The wistful look on her
face reminded him of the time they had
watched a bunch of skateboarding
teens, though she hadn’t said anything
that time.
During the past few years, he had
witnessed a part of her he had never
seen before. Since her second husband
Lloyd had died,–his own father had
died young, leaving her with four small
children - she had a kind of freedom
she had never known. He knew his
mother had been the oldest in a large
family, forced to quit school after her
father, who only worked sporadically
and usually only part-time at that, was
killed in an industrial accident.
She had said, ”There was a new baby
every two years. I didn’t realize how
much Dad helped Mom cope until he
wasn’t there. Someone had to provide
support and that someone was me.”
Frequently, she described watching
brothers and sisters play outside while
she stood at the kitchen sink.
Eventually, he realized she expressed
no bitterness towards them; it was
envy of the activities they were
involved in, whether those were
roaming around the neighbourhood or
games with other kids like Hide ‘N
Seek or Kick The Can.
She had said, “The only time I got to
the schoolyard playground was at
recess during classes but the others
also got to play there after final bell
and on weekends. At least, that’s where
they said they were going though I had
my suspicions they were off
somewhere else. But even playing at
recess ended when I started high

school, and it was worse when I had to
quit a year later.”
It seemed entirely logical that a young
person whose life was comprised of
diapers and dishes would have that
envy. However, he expanded that view
when she described a cycling
adventure she had had as a young
married woman after she had escaped
the drudgery of home but before his
older sister Heather arrived.
“Jenny Alsop was a neighbour and she
said she could borrow a bicycle for me
and we should go check out the new
water tower. They had just built it.”
Kevin knew it had been up the
escarpment that defined the northern
boundary of their small city, though in
those days, buildings hadn’t extended
that far.
“I had borrowed my brothers’ bikes a
few times whenever I got a few
minutes so I knew how to ride and it
sounded like a good idea since it was a
perfect June day. But the bike was old
and once we were up there, the brakes
broke. That was no big deal because
there was no traffic since the tower was
finished, but when we started back, I
was faced with Duffy’s Hill.”
That was the name for the hill on
the highway which went up the
escarpment to the water tower, a
kilometre-long steep slope that
hugged the face of the cliff.
She continued, “When we were at
the top to come down, Jenny said
her bike was fine so she was
riding but I should walk my bike
since it had no brakes. Then she
took off and I started walking but
after a few minutes, I decided it
would take too long so I jumped
on the bike. She was waiting at
the bottom, expecting me to walk
all that way. You should have
seen the look on her face when I
went flying by. It took me a
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considerable distance to slow down,
almost back to town, and then I had to
wait for her to catch up.”
This is at odds with the careful, very
controlled person who I grew up with,
thought Kevin. There is a different
person inside her, one who was
constrained by the reality of being her
mother’s helper, then a mother herself,
then wife to Lloyd who got sick soon
after they married. It took a few years
but once she was on her own, the
carefree, adventurous persona which
had been buried since childhood
surfaced.
“I’m fine,” she now continued. “They
took me to the hospital and the nicest
doctor put the cast on. He was kind and
so handsome.” Even with the
limitations of the telephone, Kevin
thought she sounded starry-eyed. He
wondered just how far the emerging
personality extended.
Bob posts another short story
(under 1000 words) weekly at
http://slicesoflifestories.com. There
are also other stories, including
Christmas ones originally recorded
for radio play Christmas Eve and
Christmas Day.
***

An Evening of Sharing: Celebrating Our Selves
From left to right: Holly Mastrogiacomo, Amanda Gazzola,
Kathryn O’Brien -- our amazng speakers!

One of the best things about the Sharing Evenings, for me,
is the conversation and connection that happens as a result!

All set up at the first of two Christmas markets
... this one at Riverside Glen

Christmas Market #2 ... at Arbour Trails

Dropping off a donation of Telling Your
Story, Speaking Your Truth to Women
In Crisis for their annual
Basketeers initiative
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VOLUNTEER PROFILE:
BRYAN SHOWS
by Kristen Feduck
Volunteers Powering Affordable
Housing
For many of us, our home is an anchor.
It’s a sanctuary where we can relax and
create memories. But for others, that
shelter is unstable and a reminder of
the difficult path they face every day.
There are people working right here to
shore up those situations, and help
change the power of poverty.
When Bryan Shows retired he was
looking for a way to get involved in the
community and give back. When he
looked up local volunteering opportunities, he couldn’t believe the variety
of positions available and the number
of local agencies that had a real need
for volunteers in order to make their
work possible.
Bryan chose Habitat for Humanity
Waterloo Region and in just under one
year, has logged over 250 volunteer
hours. In this time, he has become one
of the key volunteers at the Cambridge
ReStore, a retail store that accepts
donations of used, discontinued items
and salvageable building materials
donated by manufacturers, contractors
and individuals.

strength, stability and independence
through affordable home ownership.
This mandate is even more important
as affordable housing becomes
increasingly difficult to find in
Waterloo Region. It’s not only those
living in poverty who can’t afford to
own their own home, but also
individuals and couples who work fulltime, but just don’t have enough
money left over at the month to save
for a down payment.
Through the dedication of volunteers
like Bryan the organization is able to
make this mission a reality. Bryan says
the acknowledgement of volunteers
gives him a particularly warm feeling.
He notes that both staff and
management at the Cambridge ReStore
thank him after every shift.
Bryan is quick to point out that the
organization is not the only one that
benefits from the arrangement:
“Volunteering offers me the opportunity to put both my time and
experience to use, assist where I can in
helping newer volunteers get up to
speed, gaining new knowledge myself,
and finally appreciating that what I do
and learn here is making a difference.”
To experience the benefits of
volunteerism, like Bryan, search the
online Volunteer Opportunities
Database at
https://volunteercambridge.cioc.ca/vo
lunteer/ or call the Volunteer Centre
at 519-621-1030, ext. 234.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
IN GUELPH
Front Desk Volunteer
Ignatius Jesuit Centre, Guelph
Ignatius Jesuit Centre is home to
Loyola House Retreat & Training
Centre, Ignatius Farm, Old-Growth
Forest Project, and Orchard Park
Business Centre. We are looking for
kind and outgoing volunteers to
welcome visitors from near and far to
our Centre.
Main Duties Include:
Greeting visitors and maintaining
a welcoming atmosphere
Front line communications
Answering the phone and
redirecting inquiries
Distributing incoming mail and
accepting deliveries
Answering emails
Ordering office supplies
Processing Payments
Arranging couriers when required
This is a great way to connect with the
staff and the larger community that is
a part of the Ignatius Jesuit Centre's
many programs.
New Way Volunteer
Wyndham House,
Youth Resource Centre

Whether he is sweeping, building
furniture, arranging displays or
interacting with customers, Bryan is
making a positive impact in the
organization and the community as a
whole.

The New Way Section 23 School
Program is a new alternative education
program for youth ages 14 to 18 with
complex
mental
health
and
behavioural concerns and or conflict
with the law. A volunteer in this
program will receive ongoing

Habitat for Humanity brings communities together to help families build
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supervision from the Program Social
Worker and Case Manager. They will
develop an individualized plan which
may or may not include 1 on 1
academic or social/emotional work
with clients, group work or group
instruction and program planning
depending on the interests of the
volunteer. Each volunteer can develop
their own role with the school social
worker based on their particular
interests and learning needs.

Treasurer
Bereaved Families of Ontario
Develop and enforce strong internal
controls and financial management
policies:
Work with the Executive Director
to develop annual budgets
Ensure accurate and complete
financial reporting and proper
maintenance of financial records
and information/tax returns
Regularly assess risks and whether
and how such risks should be
mitigated
Keep a calendar of filing
requirements and deadlines and
have clear assignments (with
backups) to help ensure they are
all met in a timely manner
Have the organization’s financials
audited whenever required or
advisable

Patient Representative
Homewood Health Centre
Patient Representatives are a group of
volunteers who work co-operatively
with staff and patients to uphold the
rights and responsibilities of patients
under mental health and relevant
legislation, the mission, vision and
values of the Homewood Health
Centre. Patient Representatives
communicate patient rights and
responsibilities to new admitted
patients and the availability of the
volunteer patient reps. Patient Reps
listen to and investigate patient
concerns; advise patients of hospital
policies and procedures; serve as a
liaison between patients and staff so
that a resolution or compromise may
be found to the patient's concern.

Perform financial
duties, including:

Update monthly financials and
prepare profit and loss statements
for monthly board meetings
Calculate bi-weekly payroll and
submit payroll remittance
Create and submit yearly T4s to
CRA
Complete and submit annual
T3010 Information return to CRA
Complete and submit HST rebate
twice/year
Adhoc requests as required

Volunteer Tutor Literacy Program
Learning Disabilities Association of
Ontario, Wellington County
LDAWC is looking for enthusiastic,
committed, motivated people who
would like to be positive role models.
You must also have excellent oral and
written English language skills, as
Reading Rocks is a reading/literacy
program. Training is provided. You'll
work with students aged 6-12 on
phonics, sight words, fluency and
confidence.

administrative

Hair Salon Support Volunteer
The Elliott Community
•

•
•

•

Establish and maintain a
welcoming environment in the
salon
Assist in bringing residents to and
from the salon
Light duties within the salon
including taking out hair rollers,
folding towels, sweeping
Interact with the resident through
conversation/hand massages while
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residents are waiting for their
appointment and following their
appointment
For more information about these
and other volunteer opportunities,
please visit www.pinnetwork.ca.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
IN KITCHENER-WATERLOO
Circle of Friends needs female
volunteers to support a woman
transitioning from homelessness and
shelter life back into the community.
Carizon Family & Community
Services is looking for tutors for high
school students in Pathways to
Education. Help develop skills,
confidence, and positive learning
attitudes.
Get Ready for School needs
volunteers to assist preschoolers in
play and learning activities, working
with instructors to provide meaningful
learning experiences.
Kitchener Public Library is looking
for volunteers to provide reading and
math assistance to young French
Immersion students. If you don’t speak
French you can gain a reading buddy.
KidSport Kitchener Waterloo is
looking for a revenue generation
coordinator to raise funds, and oversee
the sub-committee which builds
relationships with supporters.
For more information about these
and other volunteer opportunities,
please visit www.volunteerkw.ca.

NEXT MONTH ....
IN ONE THOUSAND TREES

Our focus for January is Music
Therapy.

“Where words fail, music speaks.”
― Hans Christian Andersen

Do you have an inspiring story you’d
like to share?

If you know of any community wellness
events taking place in January, please
complete and send us the Event Listing
form found on the magazine page of
our website.

Articles are always welcome for any of
our “regular” departments ...

Connections
Creativity and the Arts
Food and Nutrition
Giving Back
Health and Wellbeing
The Library

Deadline for submissions is
December 20.

As always, we look forward to hearing
from you with any feedback or article
ideas!

lisa@onethousandtrees.com

The Grand River flows
300 kilometres through
southwestern Ontario
from the highlands of
Dufferin County to Port
Maitland on Lake Erie.

The Grand River
Conservation Authority
manages water and
other natural resources
on behalf of 39
municipalities and
close to one million
residents.

One Thousand Trees’
target market is defined
by the borders of the
Grand River Watershed.
Department Editors
are responsible for
promoting practitioners,
events and volunteer
opportunities in the
cities of Brantford,
Cambridge, Guelph,
Kitchener, and Waterloo.

Visit the Grand River
Conservation Authority
at www.grandriver.ca.

